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OPINION

A dramatic increase within the statistics of crime being recorded 
notably in geographical region in Asian nation has been determined.  
In  relation  to  this, ladies  have  been  targeted additional  by  
crime  offenders  since  years  ago The precise  hot  spot  crime 
space  in  the town  centre  for lady  travellers  remains associate 
degree  open  question. In the meanwhile,  in  most  urban  areas  
in Asian nation, notably associate degree  island  like  Penang, the 
favorable mass conveyance is additional probably to be public bus 
system. The general public bus are often thought-about because the 
lifeblood of the state economy as most urban dwellers particularly 
ladies depend upon to  commute,  for varied functions. issues  arise 
once  poor  public  transport provide  like  bus  service  and its 
infrastructure don't seem to be being well taken care of. unhealthy 
infrastructure particularly walkways to and from the  stop,  poor 
style  and  maintenance  of  bus high  and  busses,  poor  security  
measures  progress  has  been created  to determine  the  factors 
moving lady motion  safety as a result of ladies ar thought-about as 
a gaggle of individuals World Health Organization can face the best 
risk of victimization. As a result,  Hanlon  (1995)  contended  that  
their  access  to  safe associate degreed sensible  public  transport  
resources  is essential particularly to those living in an geographical 
region. A recent study by Rohana, Syed, Mashita and Suhana 
(2012) had any  indicated  that  poor  public  transport provide  
had any  contributed  to  the drawback  of  crime  against ladies and 
so increase their level of concern whereas motion. initial  serious  
discussion  and  analysis  of  safety problems  and  the  extent  
of  crime regarding  bus  services one among the few studies that 
specialize in crime at stop location, examined 3  bus  stop  locations 

wherever  the  largest variety  of  crime  had  occurred.  Their  
findings  on  a  survey  in  West  Central  Los  Angeles  indicate  
that  the  factors contributive  to  crime  differed  for every  bus  
stop  location,  suggesting  that  a web site  specific  analysis  is 
needed  to confirm  the personal  security drawback.   Walking 
to  and  from  the  stop.  They additionally pointed out that a  
high proportion of crimes weren't reportable to police. What is 
more, they agree that a sizeable proportion of the crime occurred 
at a restricted variety of locations wherever environmental factors 
contributed to the matter. Women ar additional prone of being the 
crime victims particularly snatch larceny whereas walking or waiting 
at the stop. things would be worsened if they need  to  wait  for  a  
longer  time  at  the  bus  stop  or  walk  for  a  longer  distance  to  
the  bus  stop. Among the infrastructure styles that were essential 
for safety reasons embody the walking facilities to and from the 
stops, waiting at bus stops and walking to final destination one 
among the foremost important discussions by  in transportation 
and safety is that if  a lady  is  to  travel  safely,  then  the  public  
transport  system should initial  be engaged  towards  their  travel 
desires. though abundant work has been done antecedently to 
appear at the problems, additional studies got to be conducted to 
look at critically the important factors that contribute towards the 
ladies travel questions of safety mong the known factors that were 
mentioned through the literature review bearing on the service 
characteristics  and  level  of  safety ar  factors  like promptness,  
comfort ability,  security, data  and  infrastructure style.  Even 
although  a wide quantity  of  literature  has  been revealed  on 
every  attribute  of  service  characteristics  and  the  level  of  safety  
for lady  travellers,  not  all proof  was  supported.
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